Promote your home –
invest in your future.
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A unique facade.

Vinylit protects house and environment.

Made from recycled/recyclable PVC*
Durable and free of pollutants
Extreme robust and maintenance free
Insulating and energy-efficient
Easy-care and environmentally-friendly
Noise and sound-insulating properties

MADE IN
GERMANY

* Except for vinyBrick
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The first impression counts.
Individual facades –
as the people living in it.

We are innovation drivers for plastic facades- the facade
system of the future.
Our credo: Plastic is one of the most valuable raw materials
we have in abundance which should be used meaningfully.
Use the value chain- that’s Vinylit.
Feel comfortable and safe with your facade and also make a
contribution to the environment- that’s Vinylit.

Durable.

Our products are recyclable and manufactured

Innovative and individual.

with recycled PVC. The final material obtained

The sustainability of the material, the lasting, appealing

materials. It owes a high degree of hardness, is

effect and the ecological benefit of Vinylit facade systems de-

almost indestructible, heat- and colour resis-

light house owners and craftsmen alike. The systems can be

tant.

combined and emphasize the features where they are clearly

Ecological.

visible - in the entrance area, at dormers and in gables.

Everything from a single
source.
Profiles, fixings, window and door reveals - the complete
system. This ensures a smooth and fast installation.

is significantly more resistant than traditional

The granules and plastics used in our factories
are made of recycled materials. Moreover, we
have our own internal recycling system, all our
wastage is reintegrated into our production system. The waste rate discarded by our company
is below 1%. Moreover, no pollutant is used in
our production process. We want to keep the
environment safe.
Optimal insulation on a common residential
building reduces energy consumption and CO²
emissions by up to 50%. Furthermore, each
piece of cladding can be removed and recycled
to respect the environment as much.

Easy-care.

Regularly painting your facade belongs to the
past. Dirt can easily be removed with a highpressure jet. Our claddings react flexible to
outdoor temperatures which avoids the appearance of cracks.

Inspiring.

Personalize your home with the different structures and colours available. Whether on new
or old houses, Vinylit gives a new look to your
building. Unit facade was yesterday. Let your
imagination run wild!
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The principle.
Rainscreen facades.

There is no protection more sustainable against weather
conditions, moist masonry or mould. Rainscreen facades
are not directly installed on the external wall, but on battens as substructure. Air, discharging moisture and even
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drying moist walls, continuously circulates through the
space on the backside of the profiles. The laying technique
is uncomplicated. Vinylit facade systems are installed by
facade builders, roofers or carpenters in a very short time
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- with a dry jointing technique and almost no noise and

3

dirt. The facade systems are installed using screws so that,
in case of any dismantling, all materials can be separated
from one another without any problems and recycled in an
environmentally-friendly manner or disposed of accordingly.
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Masonry

Depending on the wall structure and strength of the insu-
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Substructure

lating elements a U-value of up to 0.160 can be reached.
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High-performance insulation material

Furthermore, external noise can be reduced up to 11 deci-
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Vinylit facade profile of your choice

bel.

Never paint again.

Render and wood was yesterday.
Rainscreen cladding systems made of plastic are economic.
The care for insulated render is very high. Vinylit facade
systems do not need regular new coats of paint. There are
also no expenses for the removal of mould or patching up
of damaged render. And above all, no extra expenses for the
disposal* in the case of a future facade renovation.
You are investing in your future– that‘s Vinylit.
RECYCLED
PLASTIC

* Except for vinyBrick
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EASY TO
CLEAN

1

Design possibilities.
Combine & accentuate.

Select window reveal
and roof edge profile
Design section

For each facade profile there are
window reveals and fascia board profiles matching in shape and colour.

Individual parts of the building can be
accentuated with different colours or
finishing touches.

Play with
colours

Select surface
textures

Whether stone, render, wood or brick texture.
Our offer meets all requirements.

Combine laying
techniques

The difference is in the laying technique.
Diagonal, vertical, horizontal or maybe even
combined.
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Extra wide Multi“talent“.
Looks like tiles. Tiles in plaster texture.

vinylit Multipaneel
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Plaster texture
Multipaneel

vinylit Multipaneel plaster texture
vinylit Multipaneels are made of high-quality plastics in an environmentally friendly manner and finished with a UV-stable surface, which makes our facades particularly colorstable. The outer layer is extremely resistant to weathering and extremely durable. While
traditional rendered facades have to be repainted regularly, vinylit Multipaneel profiles
are fully-maintenance-free. The principle behind the ventilated facade prevents damp
walls and mold growth. The facade profiles are available in assembly and transportfriendly lengths of 2.40 m.

10 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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Timeless natural stone surface.
Looks like render. As natural as render.

vinyTherm
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Natural stone texture
vinyTherm,
vinyStone

vinyTherm natural stone texture
Increase the value of your property.
The vinyTherm profiles coated with high-quality natural stone granules are weatherproof,
easy-care and extremely durable. The ventilated facade- in combination with insulationensures an excellent energy balance and prevents damp walls and mold. The profiles are
available in several variations, structures and in up to 16 decors. Profiles with bevel edge
convey the appearance of a closed render surface. Furthermore, profiles with bevel edge laid
horizontally or vertically, allow, for example, the highlighting of gables and entrance areas.

30 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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Stone on stone.

Beautiful as stone. Coated with stone.

vinyStone
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Natural stone texture
vinyTherm,
vinyStone

vinyStone natural stone texture
Give your house a valuable cladding!
vinyStone profiles are coated with a high-quality natural stone granulate. Surface
texture and T-joint give the impression of a wall built with natural stones. The
ventilated facade gives your house the perfect weather protection, heat-insulated
and sound-proofed protection. vinyStone is available in two versions, the classic
vinyStone 400 and the modern vinyStone Design. The facade profiles are available
in assembly and transport-friendly lengths of 1.20 m.
Combine different natural stone surfaces and decorative shades with one another.
This will give your house an elegant appearance.

30 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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The economic alternative.

Graceful as wood. More efficient than wood.

vinyTop
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Wood texture
vinyTop, vinyPlus,
Mulitpaneel

vinyTop wood texture
vinyTop facade profiles made of high-quality plastics are UV-resistant and durable, resistant to decay and insect infestation. The profiles are usually installed
horizontally. Profile contour and the embossed surface correspond to a traditional
wooden shiplap structure. vinyTop is the economical solution for the cladding of
house walls, garages and garden sheds. Thanks to the low weight, they are particularly suitable for an installation in locations that are difficult to access. With
appropriated substructure, they are suitable for ventilated facades.
Sustainability from one source.
Facade profiles, complete and color matching system accessories and fixings.
Vinylit facade systems can completely be recycled. This is our contribution to
environmental protection.

10 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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Modeled on nature.
Durable than wood.

vinyPlus
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Wood texture
vinyTop, vinyPlus,
Mulitpaneel

vinyPlus wood texture
Easy to clean and sustainable.
vinyPlus profiles are made of 100% recycled plastic with a UV-resistant textured
foil. They are completely free of softeners and toxins. vinyPlus is available in a
round profile version and as a shiplap profile, offering all the design possibilities
of natural wood. They are easy to maintain and clean and extremely colour-stable.
Painstaking repaintings are now a thing of the past!
Thanks to the ventilated facade, the walls will remain permanently dry, warm
in winter and cool in summer. The tongue and groove system can be assembled
quickly and cleanly.

10 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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Modern & traditional.

Spotlights on! All eyes on the shadow joint.

vinyPlus Shadow
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Wood texture
vinyTop, vinyPlus,
Mulitpaneel

vinyPlus Shadow wood texture
Just like our evergreen vinyPlus profiles, the vinyPlus Shadow profiles are made
from 100 % recycled plastic with a UV-resistant textured foil. The high-quality foils
impress with their variety of colours.
This results in a modern, traditional appearance of a high-contrast, open cladding.
vinyPlus profiles are made of 100 % recycled plastic with a UV-resistant textured
foil. They are completely free of softeners and toxins. vinyPlus is available in a
round profile version and in a shiplap profile version, offering all the design possibilities of natural wood. They are easy to maintain and clean and extremely colourstable. Regular repainting of the facade is now a thing of the past! Thanks to the
ventilated facade, the walls will remain permanently dry, warm in winter and cool in
summer. The tongue and groove system can be assembled quickly and cleanly.

10 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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For roofs, windows and doors.

Textured as wood. The times of warping is long gone!

vinyPlus DRP
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Wood texture
vinyTop, vinyPlus,
Mulitpaneel

vinyPlus DRP

(Roofline system)

Are you tired of paying for scaffolding and painters every few years?
You want to maintain the structure of wood even in areas which are difficult to
access?
Never again painting over head.
vinyPlus fascia board profiles made of high-quality plastics with a UV-resistant
textured foil for maximum durability, resistance to rot and insect infestation.
Repainting is not necessary anymore. Combined with the vinyPlus shiplap our
round profiles, they are particularly suitable for gables and roof edge area - as
verge or eaves cladding, for a flat roof finish or even as a windbreaker. The roof
edge profiles can also be used in the range of window and door reveals or as a
base paneling.

10 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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Extra wide Multi“talent“.

Elegant wood texture – variety of colours.

vinylit Multipaneel
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Wood texture
vinyTop, vinyPlus,
Mulitpaneel

vinylit Multipaneel wood texture
The vinylit Multipaneel with wood texture is an attractive alternative to wood and render. They are made of high-quality plastics in an environmentally friendly manner and
finished with a UV-stable surface, which makes our facades particularly color-stable.
While a classic wooden facade has to be repainted on a regular basis, the vinylit Multipaneel facade retains its appeal for many years. The facade profiles are available in
assembly and transport-friendly lengths of 2.40 m.

10 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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Extra wide. Extra Decors.
Impressive surface effects.

vinylit Multipaneel Design
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Wood texture
vinyTop, vinyPlus,
Mulitpaneel

vinylit Multipaneel Design
wood texture
Will make your hearts skip a beat.
vinylit Multipaneel- the perfect surface effect with endless combination options. Now
you can choose from more than 60 different facade decors and combine them to your
idea! From the trendy oak look to slate effects, aluminum or rust, to aesthetically
timeless concrete looks - the foiled vinylit Multipaneel design allows an immense variety of design. Thanks to the 250 mm coverage width, the new vinylit Multipaneel Design
gives you a fascinating surface effect.
In addition, you benefit from the typical advantages of vinylit: extremely robust,
extremely low-maintenance and extremely durable, ventilated facades with 10-year
manufacturer‘s warranty.

10 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RECYCLED
PLASTIC

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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Brick texture everywhere!

Impact-proof like brick. Much lighter than brick.

vinyBrick
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Brick texture
vinyBrick

vinyBrick brick texture
Decide upon a high insulation.
vinyBrick facade elements provide an excellent energy balance. With appropriate
insulation, the rear ventilated facade transforms your house into an energy-efficient house. In addition, another advantage of the robust material made of polyester fiberglass is its lightweight. The elements do not require any maintenance and
have a smooth painted surface. For the elements with a sanded stone coating, the
so-called „Truestone“ effect can even be seen and felt. The elements are available
in different colours and decors.

5 YEARS OF
WARRANTY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

EASY TO
CLEAN

MADE IN
GERMANY
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universally applicable
saves installation time
Design in detail
naturally ventilated

For windows and doors.
Compatible with all claddings.

vinyCom
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vinyCom Reveal system
Do you think about giving your house a thick thermal insulation? But you want the existing windows and doors to fit harmoniously into the new facade?
Click and ready!
vinyCom window and door reveals are compatible with all standard claddings, regardless of whether it is made of fiber cement, HPL, natural stone or a thermal insulation
composite system. vinyCom is therefore ideal for mixed facades. Window and door
lintels are ventilated 100% thanks to the vinyCom lintel. This is especially important for
a permanent exchange of air, especially in thermally insulated houses. Another effect is
that moisture can not occur. In combination with a ventilated facade, the entire structure is permanently protected

MADE IN
GERMANY

System corner (coloured clip)
Corner connector
U-profile 8 / 15 / 30

Reveal system
vinyCom

EASY TO
CLEAN

Lintel reveal
profile
Cover strip 20 /2
Groove for the cover strip
Lintel profile
End piece
Aluminium window sill (on-site)
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We reserve the right to adjust our colour programme at any time. Our general terms of delivery apply.
For technical reasons, small colour differences are possible compared to the original. Errors and changes excepted.
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White ca. RAL 9010

Light Grey ca. RAL 7035

Grey ca. RAL 7001

Basalt Grey ca. RAL 7012

Anthracite Grey ca. RAL 7016

Creme White ca. RAL 9001

Mountain Pine

Golden Oak

Anteak Grey

Steel Blue ca. RAL 5011

Decors
vinyPlus, Shadow,
Mulitpaneel Design

Standard decors.
vinyPlus, vinyPlus Shadow
& Multipaneel Design

Dark Red ca. RAL 3011
* only vinyPlus
29

Trend decors.
vinyPlus, vinyPlus Shadow
& Multipaneel Design
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Quarz Platinum

Slate Grey ca. RAL 7015

Cappuccino

Balmoral

Shogun AF

Soft Cherry

Quartz Grey ca. RAL 7039

Strip Douglas

Macore

Light Ivory ca. RAL 1015

Natural Oak FL-G

Light Oak

Swamp Oak ST-F

Wine Red ca. RAL 3005

Mahogany

Walnut V

Choco Brown ca. RAL 8017

Black Brown ca. RAL 8022

Oregon 4

Brillant Blue ca. RAL 5007

Moss Green ca. RAL 6005

Decors
vinyPlus, Shadow,
Mulitpaneel Design

Dark Oak FL-F1
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Special decors.
vinyPlus, vinyPlus Shadow
& Multipaneel Design
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Sahara Rust*

Sahara Concrete*

Sahara Slate*

Sheffield Oak Colonial

Sheffield Oak Alpine*

Sheffield Oak Brown

Sheffield Oak Light

Sheffield Oak Concrete*

Metbrush Quartz Grey

Metbrush Anthracite Grey

Alux DB 703

Alux Grey Aluminium

Alux Anthracite

Black Matt*

Decors
vinyPlus, Shadow,
Mulitpaneel Design

Turner Oak Malt*

* Warranty 5 years.
Other special designs vinyPlus on request.
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Standard decors.
vinyTop & Multipaneel wood texture
vinyTop (Wood embossed)

vinyTop (Wood embossed)

Signal White (ca. RAL 9003)

Creme (ca. RAL 9001)

Light Ivory (ca. RAL 1015)

Light Grey (ca. RAL 7047)

Cappuccino

Grey (ca. RAL 7001)

Basalt Grey (ca. RAL 7012)
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Multipaneel (Wood brushed)

Multipaneel (Wood brushed)

Signal White (ca. RAL 9003)

Creme (ca. RAL 9001)

Light Ivory (ca. RAL 1015)

Light Grey (ca. RAL 7047)

Decors
vinyTop,
Mulitpaneel

Multipaneel plaster texture
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Standard decors.
vinyTherm & vinyStone
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Alpin

Dolomit

Granit*

Gotland

Basalt*

Tirol

Toscana

Elba

Bordeaux*

Madeira

Helios

Sahara

Ravenna

Montana*

Aqua

Decors
vinyTherm,
vinyStone

Rhodos

* Regarding vinyTherm, these decors are only available with bevel edge.
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Standard decors.
vinyBrick

Marble White

Ivory

Brick Red

Rustika, moiré brick red

Anthracite
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Truestone Effect.
vinyBrick

Marble White

Ivory
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Decors
vinyBrick

Brick Red

40
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MADE IN
GERMANY

Vinylit Fassaden GmbH, 190109_vi_produktkatalog_en /// We reserve the right for errors and alterations. Colours may differ from the original due to printing processes.
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Vinylit – A unique facade.
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Design concept:
vinylit Multipaneel Design, Sheffield Oak colonial
vinyTherm, Alpin

Promote your home –
invest in your future.
Vinylit Fassaden GmbH
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Gobietstraße 10
D-34123 Kassel
Tel.: +49  561 9591-5
Fax: +49  561 9591-302
info@vinylit.de
vinylit.com

